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Abstract. In this paper we develop a possible world semantics for Kolmogorov complexity based on frames. We define a notion of computational meaning for strings: the facticity '(x) of a string is the amount of
meaningful information it contains in a set of possible worlds. We prove
that this notion is asymptotically invariant over frames, i.e. it defines a
measure. We discuss various applications of the theory.
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Summary

We present a computational theory of meaning that draws together elements of
Kolmogorov complexity, agent theory, modal logic and semantics. The computational theory of meaning developed in this paper can be seen as a generalization
of the invariance framework that is the basis for Kolmogorov complexity. The
main contributions of this paper are:
– Meanings are inherenty complex. Replacing nomenclature in earlier publications1 we distinguish various flavours of complexity and meaning for a
string:
• Kolmogorov complexity: the length of the shortest program that generates a string running on an empty input string.
• Sophistication: the length of the shortest program that optimally compresses a string on free input.
1

This paper is the culmination of a ten year long quest for a sound, workable, definition of meaningful information. In [16] facticity was tentatvily defined as the product
of the randomness deficiency and the Kolmogovorov complexity of a string. In [19]
we introduced a concept of facticity that we now prefer to call sophistication with
self-delimiting indexes defined on partial functions, which is the version of sophisticationthat is analyzed in this paper. Most authors define sophistication on total
functions [23], but that does not have any fundamental consequences for the results
in the paper. The notion of Facticity we introduce here is new and based on the
complexity of sets of machines that compress string.

• Facticity: the complexity of the set of programs that compress a string
on free input.
All these measures are in fact landscapes of possible definitions. For Kolmogorov complexity there is an invariance proof due to Solomono↵. We
prove that sophistication is, what we call, super instable and there is no
hope for an invariance proof. The facticity measure is more resilient and a
proof of a weaker notion of invariance with reference to a finite set of universal machines is given below. Although the concept of sophistication is useful
in certain contexts, we believe that facticity is closer to our intuitions of
what meaning should be. In most cases facticity and sophistication measure
roughly the same amount of meaning in a string, except for the cases in
which sophistication shows unwanted erratic behaviour.
– A computational meaning for a string is only defined in the context of a finite
set of relevant universal Turing machines that must be specified a priori. The
current practice, motivated by Solomono↵’s invariance proof, of defining
Komogorov complexity loosely on the basis of some vague notion of small
or ’natural’ machines is misleading and insufficient for the development of a
robust theory of computational meaning.
– We develop a theory that interprets universal Turing machines as possible
worlds in the context of a frame with an accessability relation. We introduce
the notion of the variance of a frame. This allows us to deal variations in
Kolmogorov complexity assigned to a string in sets of universal machines.
– We introduce a special class of Turing machines with naming functions. A
’name’ for a binary object is just an index by which it can be called. A naming function is always finite and it is part of the definition of the machine.
By specifiying names for binary objects we can influence their Kolmogorov
complexity and thus their probability. Turing machines with naming functions allow us to specify a very general class of agent that can ’learn’ from
experience.

2

Introduction

The discovery of the theory of algorithmic- or Kolmogorov complexity was partly
motivated by Carnap’s ambition [2] to assign a proper a priori probability to an
individual statement given an infinite logical description of the world [4; 8].
Solomono↵ formulated the idea that the set of prefix-free input strings for a universal Turing machine would provide such a probability distribution [4; 8; 15].
This concept of Carnap was further developed by Kripke [3] into what we now
know as possibile world semantics. Solomono↵’s proposals, although hugely influential in computer science, never had a big impact on philosophical research.
This paper bridges part of the gap between modal logic and complexity theory. It describes a computational theory of meaning in which universal Turing
machines are interpreted as descriptions of possible worlds and their associated
universal distributions. This approach clarifies some of the inherent difficulties
in the interpretation of Kolmogorov complexity, specifically the issue of the selection of a universal reference machine. We defend the view that the class of

admissible reference machines should always be specified a priori since it plays
an important role in the boundary estimates of model complexities.

3

Computational Meaning

The goal of this research is to develop a general and feasible theory that allows
us to analyze the complexity of such diverse phenomena as the World Wide Web,
Biodiversity, problem solving and artistic creation. The idea that an intension
of an object could be a computation was originally formulated by Frege [1]. The
expressions ”1 + 4” and ”2 + 3” have the same extension (Bedeutung) ”5”,
but a di↵erent intension (Sinn). There are contexts in which such a distinction
is necessary. Consider the sentence ”John knows that log2 22 = 2”. Clearly the
fact that log2 22 represents a specific computation is relevant here. The sentence
”John knows that 2 = 2” seems to have a di↵erent meaning.
One mathematical object can have a variety of di↵erent meanings. The ambition to measure the amount of useful or meaningful information in a string
may look natural from the perspective of complexity theory, but the underlying
assumption seems to be that a meaning of an object should be a monolithic entity, which is clearly at variance with the philosophical notion of meaning. Take
Frege’s famous example of the unique descriptions of the planet Venus as ’The
morning star’ and ’The evening star’. There seem to be at least three dimensions
in play:
1. The object: The planet Venus itself.
2. The name ’Venus’ that refers to this object.
3. Unique descriptions of this object like ’The morning star’.
Intuitively the planet Venus is a more meaningful object then the average peble
on the beach. One way to measure the notion of meaningfulness would be to
analyze the complexity of the set of all possible unique decriptions of Venus, but
in principle this set is infinite (e.g. consider the unique description ”The star
that was visible in London but not noticed by John on Friday the 13th at 8
o’clock.”). In this paper we control this richness by taking only in consideration
the finite set of unique descriptions that can be derived from the data set itself
(i.e. the amount of self-descriptive information in the data set):
Definition 1. The meaning of a digital object is the set of all unique descriptions that are informative in the sense that they compress the original object.
The facticity of such an object is the complexity of the set of informative unique
descriptions.
Intuitively a bitmap of Picasso’s Guernica contains more meaningful information than a bitmap of the same size of Malevich’ Black square [16]. We can
even approximate these di↵erence by measuring the information in data sets
gathered from these systems in terms of their Kolmogorov complexity. A different intuition tells us that a bitmap created by flipping a coin contains with
high probability no or very little meaningful information. Here entropy based

measures do not help us. They measure maximal information in random data
sets. The situation becomes more clear when we realize that a random data set,
although incompressible, has a very simple model: unbiased coin flipping. Data
sets with low entropy and data sets with high entropy contain little meaningful
information because they have small models.
3.1

One-part code compression

In Kolmogorov complexity the amount of information in an object is measured
as the length of the smallest program that produces this object on a universal
Turing machine. This is one-part code compression. The foundation of the theory
is the invariance theorem that was first formulated by Solomono↵ [4]: the shortest
code for a certain routine in a universal programming language A will only
be a constant longer than the optimal code for the same routine in any other
universal programming language B, since we can always construct a compiler of
constant length for A in B. Once we select an arbitrary universal programming
language (i.e. a universal Turing machine) as our reference tool we enter a world
of invariant measurement of the amount of information in individual data sets.
The three main weak points of this approach are 1) the fact that the measure
is uncomputable and can only be approximated and 2) the initial choice of a
universal Turing machine brings a subjective element in to the theory and 3)
the theory is asymptotic and does not work for small data sets. Recent results
show that the first point is actually not that harmful: the probability that one
chooses a bad model decays exponentially with the lack of quality of that model
[21]. The other two points are less well understood. Below we argue that they
are related to a fourth issue: the instability of model selection.
3.2

Two-part code compression

In the past decennia there have been a number of e↵orts to define the amount of
meaningful or useful information in a string in terms of two-part code compression. Here the optimal description of the data set is not a single program, but an
index of a specific Turing machine (the meaningful/useful structural part) and
an input string for this machine (the ad-hoc part) [5; 6; 10; 11; 13; 14] (See [19]
for an overview). So far these attempts have not been very successful. The main
reason is that the selection of models under this definition is not robust. Slight
changes in either the data set or the reference Turing machine can generate
uncontrollable changes in the complexity of the selected models [20; 21].
So far these observations have drawn little attention, but in fact they are
quite harmful for the application of algorithmic complexity in practice, since
they imply that the structural information that we can extract from a data set is
fundamentally unstable. It seems impossible to formulate an invariance theorem
for meaningful information along the lines of Solomono↵’s original proof (cite
1964). We can specify the amount of information in an individual data set, but we
are unable to say what the meaning of the set is: i.e. what type of generalizable
knowledge the data set contains. This is counterintuitive. Learning is nothing

but the extraction of general knowledge from individual data sets. A theory that
does not explain what we can learn has little to substantiate the claim to be a
”universal solution to the problem of induction” [8; 18].
3.3

Selecting the right universal Turing machine

The instability of models is directly related to the issue of selecting a reference Turing machine. There seems to be no consensus between the advocates
of algorithmic complexity theory about the right choice. There are roughly two
schools:
– Poor machine: choose a small universal Turing machine. If the machine is
small it is also general and universal, since there is no room to encode any bias
in to the machine. Moreover a restriction to small machines gives small overhead when emulating one machine on the other so the version of Kolmogorov
complexity you get gives a measurement with a smaller asymptotic margin.
Hütter explicitly defends the choice of ’natural’ small machines [12; 18], but
also [15] seem to suggest the use of small models.
– Rich machine: choose a big machine that explicitly reflects what you already
know about the world. For Solomono↵, the inventor of algorithmic complexity, the choice of a universal Turing machine is the choice for a universal
prior. He defends an evolutionary approach to learning in which an agent
constantly adapts the prior to what he already has discovered. The selection of your reference Turing machine uniquely characterizes your a priori
information [8].
It is our view that there is no ’right’ choice here. For rigid mathematical proofs
the poor machine approach is often best. For practical applications on finite
data sets the rich model strategy often gets much better results, since a poor
machine would have to re-invent the wheel any time it compresses a data set.
This leads to the conclusion that when using Kolmogorov complexity the class
of admissible universal models should be explicitly formulated and motivated.

4

Turing machines as possible worlds

In this paper universal Turing machines and their associated universal distributions are interpreted as (descriptions of) possible worlds. The following definitions set up an appropriate framework.
4.1

Notation

– The set {0, 1}⇤ contains all finite binary strings. N denotes the natural numbers and we identify N and {0, 1}⇤ according to the correspondence
(0, "), (1, 0), (2, 1), (3, 00), (4, 01), . . .

–
–

–

–
–

4.2

Here " denotes the empty word. This equivalence allows us to apply number
theoretical predicates like ’... is prime’ to strings and complexity theoretic
predicates like ’... is compressible’ to numbers. Any data set is a number any
number is a data set.
The length l (x) of x is the number of bits in the binary string x.
Calligraphic capitals indicate sets: T is the set of Turing machines, U is
the set of universal Turing machines, M is a meaning, a set of codes for
Turing machines, W is a set of accessible universal machines, P is the set of
informative predicates, O is the set of optimally informative predicates.
Lowercase letters like x, y and z will be used as variable names indicating
strings, a, b, i, j are indexes of variables, sets, machines etc. Other lowercase
letters will be used in denote functions f , p, f p, v, s, or when no confusion
is possible as names for propositions p, q, r.
Uppercase is reserved for special objects: T is a Turing machine, U is a
universal Turing machine, P is a logical predicate.
Computational Meta-predicates are predicates that might be true of an object, but are uncomputable, such as Random(x), (x), the randomness deficiency of x and K(x), its Kolmogorov complexity.
Turing machines

We will follow the standard reference for Turing machines [9], with additional
new notation necessary to distinguish various ways of referring to machines.
– If x is a string than xU is the self delimiting code for this string in the format
of the universal Turing machine U . What type of self delimiting code is used
is not relevant here, apart from the fact that the length of xU is limited for
practical purposes by n + 2 log n + 1, where n = l (x). When no confusion is
possible we will write x for xU
– Ti is an abstract mathematical entity, i.e. the Turing machine with index i.
U
– Ti is a description of Ti for U , i.e. a prefix-free program that emulates Ti
U
on a universal Turing machine U . Ti can be processed directly on U .
U
– Tbi is a name for the Turing machine Ti accessible from the universal Turing
U
machine U , i.e. a prefix-free code that is associated with the program Ti
U
for the universal machine U . Tbi can only be processed on U if it has access
to a naming function.
– A naming function n : names ! descriptions, for a universal Turing maU
U
chine U n assigns a description to a name: n(Tbi ) = Ti . Naming functions
are part of the definition of the universal machine and thus always finite.
– Ujn is the universal Turing machine with index j and naming function n.
Turing functions with a naming function are a proper subset of the class of
universal Turing machines. At the start of the computation the prefix-free
code on the tape will be checked against the naming function. If it is defined,
the computation will run on the associated description, if not, the prefix-free
code will be interpreted as a proper program.

[T ,T ,...T ]

k
– Uj i j
is the universal Turing machine with index j and a specification
of the naming function as an explicit list of Turing machines [Ti , Tj , ...Tk ].
U
U
U
[T ,T ,...Tk ]
cj < ... < T
ck
The sequence is meaningful: If Uj i j
then Tbi < T
according to the association between strings and numbers defined above.
– T (y) = x indicates an accepting computation: the Turing machine T produces output x given input y. The same holds for U (y) = x. The computation T (x) does not necessarily have to end in an accepting state, it may be
undecidable.
U
– U (TbU y) = U (T y) = z denotes the universal Turing machine U emulating
a Turing machine T computing z on input y. In U (TbU y) the machine is
U
called by its name. In U (T y) it is called by its description. We’ll write
U (Tby) = U (T y) = T (y) = z, leaving the superscript U out if no confusion
is possible.
– Universal Turing machines can emulate each other, i.e. the emulation relation
is symmetrical:

Ui (Uj

Ui

T

Uj

y) = Uj (Ui

Uj

T

Ui

y) = T (y) = z

The sub- and superscripts are important in this notation. If Uj is a Java
Uj

interpreter then T
is Java code for T , if Ui is a Prolog interpreter then
Ui
Uj U j
T is Prolog code for T . The computation Uj (Ui T y) erroneously tries to
run Java code on a Prolog interpreter. Emulations can be stacked indefinitly:
U1 (U2

U1

U3

U2

...Un

Un

1

T

Un

y) = T (y) = z

Ui
Here Ui reads the self-delimiting code for Ui+1
and starts to emulate it.

The exact details of the implementation of a naming function are unimportant but one could think of a finite naming table stored in the form of tuples hname, descriptioni on a separate tape. One description may have various
names. Note that 1) naming functions for universal machines cannot be reflexive
or symmetrical, since that would lead to infinite regresses in the naming function: a name a for a description b containing a naming function f associating a
name a to a description b containing a naming function f etc. 2) once the naming
function is defined names can in principle be used by any other program on U
during its execution. This will, in the context of Kolmogorov complexity, happen
automatically when needed, because it searches over all possible programs. As
soon as a short name for a binary object is defined it will have consequences
for the Kolmogorov complexity of a number of binary objects. The down side
is that the naming function increases the complexity of our universal machine.
Defining naming functions is finding a balance between computational power
and descriptive complexity.
4.3

Turing frames

Universal Turing machines can emulate all other Turing machines, but it is not
clear that they always have access to the code of other machines. We define an

abstract accessibility relation that regulates this availability. This relation can
be reflexive and symmetric and thus is more abstract than the naming function
described above.
– A Turing frame F = hUi , Ri is a tuple where Ui is a set of universal Turing
machines, and R : Ui ⇥ Ui an accessibility relation. The restrictions on R are
called the frame conditions.
– R : U ⇥ U is an accessibility relation between universal Turing machines.
Some possible constraints on the accessibility relation are:
• reflexive i↵ R(Uw , Uw ), for every Uw in U
• symmetric i↵ R(Uw , Uu ) implies R(Uu , Uw ), for all Uw and Uu in U
• transitive i↵ R(Uw , Uu )and R(Uu , Uq ) together imply R(Uw , Uq ), for all
Uw , Uu , Uq in U .
• serial i↵, for each Uw in U there is some Uu in U such that R(Uw , Uu ).
• Euclidean i↵, for every Uu , Ut , and Uw , R(Uw , Uu ) and R(Uw , Ut ) implies
R(Uu , Ut ) (note that it also implies: R(Ut , Uu ).
This definition allows us to formulate relations between universal machines
in terms of various systems of modal logic [7]. If there are no constraints
on R, each machine just has its own database with a haphazard collection
of accessible systems. The associated modal logic is K. If each machine has
access to a database with the same set of machines, then R is an equivalence
relation. The associated modal system is S5.
– A Transparent- or S5 Turing frame is associated with S5 Modal logic, i.e.
the accessibility relation is reflexive, symmetric and transitive.
– WU,F = {Ui |R(U, Ui )} is the set of universal machines accessible from U
according to R specified in F.
– A model is a 3-tuple M = hUi , R, vi.
– Here v is a valuation function. We recursively define the truth of a formula
relative to a set of universal Turing machines Ui and an accessibility relation
R:
• if v(Uw , p) then Uw |= p
• Uw |= ¬p if and only if Uw 6|= p
• Uw |= (p ^ q) if and only if Uw |= p and Uw |= q
• Uw |= ⇤p if and only if for every element Uu of U , if R(Uw , Uu ) then
Uu |= p
• Uw |= ⌃p if and only if for some element Uu of U , it holds that R(Uw , Uu )
and Uu |= p
• |= p if and only if U |= p, where U is the reference universal machine.
4.4

Computational Predicates associated with Turing machines

Computational predicates allow us to reason about true statements associated
with computations:
– P (x) is a proposition that can be true or false, it denotes the predicate P
applied to variable x: x is P .

– Any Turing machine Ti has an associated predicate Pi with the same index
with the following semantics:
8(x 2 {0, 1}⇤ )8(Uy 2 U)(v(Uy , Pi (x)) , 9(k)Ti (k) = x)
Here v is the valuation function, Pi (x) is a proposition.
– The extension of Pi is {x|9(k)Ti (k) = x}, where k is an index of x in this
set.
In the following we will refer to Turing machines as Turing predicates if we
are predominantly interested in the qualities of an object they compute. This
construction allows us to formulate true propositions that are associated with
computations, e.g. if Ti is a machine that generates Fibonacci numbers, we can
say that Pi (x) is true i.e. x is a Fibonacci number, if there is some index k such
that Ti (k) = x.
Note that 1) in general the extension of such a predicate Pj is uncomputable,
2) this undecidability by itself has no consequences for proof theoretical results of
the modal systems as long as we assume that the valuation function v is defined
(as is the case in the theory of Kolmogorov complexity introduced below) 3) this
definition generalizes over the set of all possible universal Turing machines and
4) the restriction to one place predicates operating on strings does not reduce the
expressiveness. Any n-place predicate can be implemented via a Turing machine
that separates its input-string into n parts via whatever technique we can think
of (self-delimiting code, enumeration of sets, etc). Since we only discuss mathematical statements that are true in all worlds the valuation function v will be
the same for all models. We can abstract from individual models M = hUi , R, vi
and concentrate on the associated Turing frame F = hUi , Ri.

5

Kolmogorov complexity

We follow the standard reference for Kolmogorov complexity [15]. When we
select a reference universal Turing machine U from U we can define the prefixfree Kolmogorov complexity K(x) of an element x 2 {0, 1}⇤ the length l (p) of
the smallest program p that produces x on U . We first define the conditional
complexity:
Definition 2. KU (x|y) = mini {l (i) : U (iy) = x}
The actual Kolmogorov complexity of a string is defined as the one-part code:
Definition 3. K(x) = K(x|")
Here all the compressed information, model as well as noise, is forced on to the
model part.
Definition 4. The randomness deficiency of a string x is (x) = l (x)

K(x)

For two universal Turing machines Ui and Uj , satisfying the invariance theorem, the complexities assigned to a string x will never di↵er more than a constant:
|KUi (x)

KUj (x)|  cUi Uj

(1)

The invariance theorem also holds for the randomness deficiency of a string:
Lemma 1. |

Ui (x)

Uj (x)|

 c Ui Uj

Proof: | Ui (x)
KUi (x)) (l (x) KUj (x))| = |KUi (x))
Uj (x)| = |(l (x)
KUj (x))|  cUi Uj ⇤
A string is Kolmogorov random with reference to a universal Turing machine if there is no program that compresses it. Using randomness deficiency the
definition is:
Definition 5 (Kolmogorov randomness).
RandomU (x) i↵ U (x)  cr
Usually the constant cr is taken to be 0 in this definition. Note that Random(...)
is a meta-predicate.
A choice for a universal reference Turing machine U generates a specific socalled ’universal distribution’ mU over the set of strings:
log mU (x) = KU (x) + O(1)

(2)

Note that we can reduce the Kolmogorov complexity of any string x to one
U
bit by means of the naming function: just define Ti (") = x and Tbi = ”1”, then
U (1") = x. This shows that the naming function influences the Kolmogorov
complexity of objects and the corresponding universal distribution. In general
we will have l (Tbi ) << l (Ti ). A learning agent can on the basis of his experience
update his probability distribution over the world by specifying short names for
long strings that occur frequently.
Because of the asymptotic nature of Kolmogorov complexity, small objects
will almost always be random, simply because there is not enough room to
compress them. A useful concept in this context is the notion of a randomness
threshold:
Definition 6. A Turing machine Ti is monotone if 8(k 2 N)Ti (k + 1) Ti (k).
The randomness threshold of a monotonically increasing machine Ti with reference to a universal Turing machine U is the smallest value of k such that
U (Ti k) = x and l (Ti k) < l (x).
5.1

Variance of Turing Frames

In the following paragraphs we will only consider S5 Turing frames. The variance
of a Turing frame is the largest distance between the Kolmogorov complexity
assigned to strings by di↵erent universal Turing machines in the frame:

Definition 7 (Variance of a frame). The variance of a frame F = hUi , Ri is
V ar(F) = min cUx Uy (8(Ux , Uy 2 Ui )8(z 2 {0, 1}⇤ )|KUx (z)

KUy (z)|  cUx Uy )

There are frames with unbounded variance. Any infinite S5 Turing frame has
unbounded variance:
Lemma 2. If U is a countably infinite set of Turing machines and F = hU , Ri
is an S5 Turing frame , i.e. a frame defined on R that is symmetric, reflexive
and transitive then V ar(F) is unbounded.
Proof: Suppose that V ar(F) = c. Select a fixed universal machine Ui . For any
other universal machine Uj we have:
Ui (Uj

Ui

T

Uj

;) = Uj (Ui

Uj

T

Ui

;) = T (;) = x

Since the length of the indexes for an infinite class of objects cannot be
bounded and R is S5 there will be an infinite number of universal machines Uj
with index Uj

Ui

such that:
l (Uj

Ui

T

Uj

Which gives:
and

|l (Uj
|KUi (x|;)

) > l (Uj

Ui

T

Uj

)

Ui

) > l (Ui

l (Ui

Uj

T

Uj

Ui

KUj (x|;)| = |KUi (x)

T

Ui

)+c

)| > c
KUj (x)| > c

So V ar(F) > c. ⇤
In such a frame the notions of Kolmogorov complexity and randomness deficiency are de facto undefined. We can always select a machine that compresses
a string, or makes a random string compressible. The smaller the variation, the
more exact our measures will be. By Solmono↵’s invariance theorem the variation is limited by the size of the Turing machines in the frames, so this is a more
formal variant of the class of ’natural’ machines proposed by Hütter [12; 18].
To show how the choice of a universal Turing machine a↵ects the notions of
randomness, compressibility and variance we give an elaborate example.
Example 1. Suppose we have a simple universal Turing machine U n with a naming function n. U [] , with an empty list is the machine U with an empty naming
table, U max is U with a large naming table that contains all known mathematical functions. U [Tf p ] is the version of U that only has a name for the machine
Tf p that generates Fibonacci primes. Consider the set of Fibonacci primes: Fibonacci numbers that are also prime. F B(i) denotes the i-th Fibonacci prime.
It is not known whether this set is finite or not 2 . When we want to study this
set with algorithmic complexity theory the choice of a universal machine is not
neutral:
2

At september 2015 the largest known certain Fibonacci prime was F81839 , with
17103 digits. See: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fibonacci prime, retrieved october
9 2015.

– In the world U [] a possibly infinite number of Fibonacci primes will be
compressible, but there will be quite a large intitial segment of smaller Fibonacci primes that is still regarded as random (e.g. for sure the elements
of the set: {2, 3, 5, 13, 89, 233, 1597}) . Since U [] is minimal the code for Fibonacci primes has to be stored explicitely in the program Tf p that recognizes Fibonacci primes, so an example like F P (11) = 2971215073 will be
regarded as incompressible since for U (Tf p 11) = 2971215073 we will have
l (Tf p 11) > l (2971215073).
– When we shift to U [Tf p ] the concept of Fibonacci primes can be called as a
d
name T
f p and thus smaller examples up to an initial segment will be comd
d
pressible, e.g U [Tf p ] (T
f p 11) = 2971215073 and l (Tf p 11) < l (2971215073).
– When we study invariance between U [] and U [Tf p ] this advantage will vanish
because of the length of the extra codes in the expression U [Tf p ] (U [] Tf p 11) =
d
U [] (U [Tf p ] T
f p 11) = 2971215073. The Kolmogorov complexity measured
[Tf p ]
with U
in this frame gets a penalty of at least l (U [] ) and 2971215073
again is a random number.
– If we select U max as our reference machine, not much will change with regarding to the set of Fibonacci primes that is compressible. However the variance between U [Tf p ] and U max will be big because of the length of the code
[Tf p ]
d
d
for U max in the expression U max (U [Tf p ] T
(U max T
f p 11) = U
f p 11) =
[Tf p ]
2971215073. The Kolmogorov complexity measured with U
in this frame
gets a penalty of l (U max ). If the set of Fibonacci primes is indeed finite and
l (U max ) is big, it might be the case that the whole set is not ’visible’ any
more from the perspective of U [Tf p ] .
Since we do not know wether the set of Fibonacci primes is infinite there
might be choices of universal Turing machines for which the set of numbers that
can be adequately modelled as Fibonacci primes is empty. A rich world with
more information is certainly not always better then a poor world. In a world
in wich we are only interested in Fibonacci primes U [Tf p ] is a better choice than
U max or U [] . in the frame F = h{U [Tf p ] , U max }, Ri there might be no strings
that are compressed by Tf b due to the large variance.

6

Meaningful Information

If we combine Shannon’s notion of an optimal code with Bayes’ law, we get a
rough theory about optimal model selection. Let H be a set of hypotheses and
let x be a data set. Using Bayes’ law, the optimal computational model under
this distribution would be:
Mmap (x) = argmaxM 2H

P (M )P (x|M )
P (x)

(3)

log P (x|M )

(4)

This is equivalent to optimizing:
argminM 2H

log P (M )

Here log P (M ) can be interpreted as the length of the optimal model code in
Shannon’s sense and log P (x|M ) as the length of the optimal data-to-model
code; i.e. the data interpreted with help of the model.
This derivation is quite misleading in so far as it suggests that the best model
is always one piece of code or one computational predicate. Take the example
of Fibonacci primes. These are primes that are both Fibonacci numbers and
prime. They are in some contexts better described by the complex description
F ibonacci(x) ^ P rime(x) then by some predicate F ibonacciP rime(x). So in the
following we will be more interested in sets of predicates describing objects than
in defining a single descriptive predicate.
6.1

Informative Predicates

We investigate various sets of predicates relevant to the notion of meaning. The
set of informative predicates relative to a world Up is and a threshold function
f :T ⇥U !N :
Definition 8 (Turing predicates informative relative to a world).
PUp (x) = {Ti |9(k)(Up (Ti k) = x ^ l (Ti k) < l (x)))}
The amount of information the associated predicate Pi of a Turing machine
Ti carries about an object x relative to Up is:
Definition 9 (Amount of information in a Predicate).
(
Up
IUp (Ti , x) = (l (Ti ) if 9(k)(Up (Ti k) = x ^ l (Ti k) < l (x))
0
otherwise.
i.e. the length of the index for Ti on Up if it compresses x and 0 otherwise.
This notion of informativeness is instable. There are cases in which we can
make a string x compressible by a predicate Ti simply by defining a short name
Tbi for it:

Lemma 3 (Instability of Informativeness). There are combinations of strings
x, Turing machines Ti , and universal Turing machines Um and Un such that
IUm (Ti , x) = 0 and IUn (Ti , x) > 0.
Proof: Choose Ti and x so that 9(k)(Um (Ti k) = x) ^ (k << l (x)) and
IUm (Ti , x) = 0, i.e. x is not compressible for Um due to the length of Ti . Des
fine Un = Um
, a machine that is equal to Um except for the naming function
s b
b
(Ti k) = x and l (k) + l (Tbi ) < l (x). ⇤
s(Ti ) = Ti , where Tbi << Ti so that Um
The optimally informative predicates are a subset of the informative sets.
Definition 10 (Optimally informative Turing predicates relative to a
world).
OUp (x) = {Ti |9(k)(Up (Ti k) = x ^ l (Ti k) < l (x))^
¬(9(Tj , m)}(Up (Tj m) = x ^ (Ti k) > (Tj m))}

The first condition 9(k)(Up (Ti k) = x ^ l (Ti k) < l (x)) ensures that Ti 2
PUp (x). The optimally informative predicates are a subset of the informative
sets. The second condition ¬(9(Tj , m)(Up (Tj m) = x ^ (Ti k) > (Tj m))) ensures
that Ti gives maximal compression of x. This makes OUp (x) super instable, on
top of the instability of PUp (x):
Lemma 4 (Super Instability of Optimal Informativeness). There are
combinations of strings x, Turing machines Ti , and universal Turing machines
Um and Un such that OUn (x) = {Ti }, what ever the content of OUm (x).
Sketch of Proof: Along the lines of the proof of lemma 3. As soon as we shift
s
from Um to a new world Un = Um
that is similar except for the fact that we
b
have a a naming function s(Ti ) = Ti , that compresses the string x one bit better
than the ones in the current set OUm of optimally informative predicates, the
whole set is replaced by OUn = {Ti }. ⇤
Super instability in this case implies that a small change in the definition of
our universal machine makes the whole set of optimally informative predicates
collapse on to one new predicate. For the set of informative predicates only
individual predicates jump out of the set so they are more resilient.
6.2

Sophistication

This explains why we can never formulate an invariance proof for the notion of
sophistication over a general set of acessible worlds. There have been attempts to
define a two-part variant of Kolmogorov complexity as minij {l (ij) : U (iy) = x}
or as:
Definition 11. KU2 (x) = mini,j {l (i) + l (j) : U (ij) = x}
It is easy to prove that K is an upper bound for K 2 which is more expressive:
Lemma 5. 8(x)KU (x)

KU2 (x)

Proof: If there exists for K a one part code U (k) = x that is more efficient
than the optimal two-part code ij, then k would be chosen for K 2 as two-part
program with empty input: U (k") = x. ⇤
The underlying idea of two-part code optimization is that i allows us to
separate the concatenation ij into its constituent parts, i and j. Here i is the
index of a Turing machine which can be seen as capturing the regular part
of the string x, and j describes the input for the machine, i.e. the irregular
part, e.g. errors in the model, noise and other missing information. In its turn j
could be seen as an index of x in the set of objects that is defined by accepting
computations of i. This is the motivation behind the definition of the notion of
the sophistication of a string.
Definition 12 (Sophistication). SUp (x) = mini {l (i) : i 2 OUp (x)}

Where OUp (x) is the set of optimally informative predicates. According to
lemma 4 this set is extremely sensitive to shifts of universal Turing machines, on
top of the variance of the super set PUp (x) ◆ OUp (x) due to lemma 3. Change a
couple of bits in your reference machine and the whole set vanishes. The notion
of sophistication under two-part code compression is less useful when we want
to te able to vary our reference models.
6.3

Computational Meaning and Facticity

There have been many attempts to define the meaning of a string in terms of
the most informative predicate, the one which generates the highest compression, but according to lemma 4 it is impossible to proof any form of invariance
for this notion. The analysis above also shows that meta-predicates like ”... is
random”, ”... is informative” and ”... is compressible” are contingent. For any
string given a set of universal machines there might be predicates that are neccessarily informative in all worlds, possibly informative only in some worlds or
neccessarily uniformative in all worlds. Moreover lemma 2 tells us that we have
to select an a prioiri finite set of reference machines in a frame, even if we want
to define classical Kolmogorov complexity. So we might just as well make this
assumption explixit and definine the meaning of a string as a set of predicates
that are necessarily informative in a finite set of accessible worlds. A predicate
Pi is intrinsic for a string x if it compresses x in all accessible worlds:
Definition 13 (Computational meaning of string relative to a world).
U

MU,F (x) = {Ti |8(Uy 2 WU,F )(IUy (Ti

Uy

, x) > 0)}

The meaning of a string is the set of codes for the Turing machines associated
U
with the intrinsic predicates. Note that the indexes Ti of the machines in the
meaning set are in the format of the reference machine U , while the indexes used
Uy
in the measurement Ti use the format of the specific machine. The facticity
of a string is the amount of meaningful information in x, relative to a specific
world and a frame is simply the Kolmogorov complexity of its meaning:
Definition 14 (facticity).
'U,F (x) = KU (MU,F (x))
We have:
Theorem 1 (Invariance of Facticity). For any string x we have
'Ua ,Fa (x) = 'Ub ,Fb (x) + O(1)
Proof: The set accessible worlds for Ua and Ub are: WUa ,Fa and WUb ,Fb
By definition 13 we have for the meaning of a string x in these worlds:
MUa ,Fa (x) = {Ti

Ua

|8(Uy 2 WUa ,Fa )(IUy (Ti

Uy

, x) > 0)}

MUb ,Fb (x) = {Ti

Ub

|8(Uy 2 WUb ,Fb )(IUy (Ti

Uy

, x) > 0)}

Note that these definitions only di↵er on two points: 1) Ua versus Ub and 2)
WUa ,Fa versus WUb ,Fb . These are mathematical objects for which the conditional
complexity is defined. This gives: K(MUa ,Fa (x)) =
K(MUb ,Fb (x)) + O(K(Ub |Ua )) + O(K(Fb |Fa )) = K(MUb ,Fb (x)) + O(1)
Here O(K(Ub |Ua )) is the conditional complexity of the world shift and O(K(Fb |Fa ))
is the conditional complexity of the frame shift. They are both constant for different x. By definition 14 we have 'Ua ,Fa (x) = 'Ub ,Fb (x) + O(1). ⇤
Lemma 6. In an transparant S5 Turing frame F = hUi , Ri where R is an
equivalence relation (symmetric, reflexive, transitive) we have for all strings x
and for all Ua , Ub 2 Ui
'Ua ,F (x) = 'Ub ,F (x) + V ar(F)
Proof: According to the result in theorem 1 we have:
'Ua ,Fa (x) = 'Ub ,Fb (x) + O(K(Ub |Ua )) + O(K(Fb |Fa ))
The frame F is fixed. We are only left with variance between accessible worlds
O(K(WUb ,F |WUa ,F )):
'Ub ,F (x) + O(K(Ub |Ua )) + O(K(WUb ,F |WUa ,F )
Since F is S5 the set of accessible worlds is the same for every world in this
frame:
'Ub ,Fb (x) + O(K(Ub |Ua ))
Which by definition 7 gives:
'Ua ,F (z) = 'Ub ,F (x) + V ar(F)
⇤

What theorem 1 tells us is that the less you specify about your discourse,
the more vague the notion of meaning becomes. If we specify nothing about the
relation R, the corresponding frame is associated with modal system K. In such
a frame the notion of meaning is very unstable, because any shift to a new world
can generate a new set of accessible worlds. In principle one could investigate
the notion of meaning in the whole landscape of modal logics in this way, but
that is not the goal of the present study.
Lemma 6 tells us why it is misleading to concentrate on small machines when
defining Kolmogorov complexity. In principle a frame with small machines can
still have a variance of the size of the biggest machine, on the other hand we could
define a frame rich with information about our domain with low variance: for
most induction problems a rich frame with low variance seems a better option.
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Discussion

Although the underlying proofs are quite involved we end up with a simple computational theory: The computational meaning of a string x relative to a frame
is the set of Turing machines associated with intrinsic computational predicates
of that string. The amount of meaning measured in bits is its facticity '(x), the
Kolmogorov complexity of this set. We have to check that this definition satisfies
our intuitions. Some observations:
– For each finite dataset there is only a finite number of predicates that are
informative. This is clear from the following observation: suppose that there
are an infinite number of informative predicates. In that case there is an
infinite number of associated Turing machines with an index longer than x,
but to be informative a machine should have at least an index shorter than
x. Note that many of the predicates in the meaning set will be redundant. If
a Fibonacci number is prime it is necessarily also a Fibonacci prime. We can
estimate the Kolmogorov complexity of the meaning of a string on the basis
of a partial description of the meaning, leaving out redundant predicates.
– For each finite dataset there is an infinite number of predicates that are
true, but not informative: for any natural number n there is a Turing machine which checks whether x is smaller than n. The associated predicates
of these Turing machines represent true facts about x but they cannot all
be informative.
– Random strings have no meaning, i.e. the set of meaningful predicates is
empty. There are no informative predicates. This coincides with our intuition
that high entropy sets contain no useful information.
– No string contains more meaning than information: 'U,F (x)  KU,F (x).
This is clear from the fact that K(x) is the amount of bits we need to
produce x, which given U and F defines 'U,F (x). This coincides with our
intuition that simple strings have little meaning.
All informative predicates In [21] other requirements for a theory of computational theory of meaning are mentioned. We check the theory of facticity
against these requirements:
– Facticity should count the bits required for an e↵ective description of the
structural properties of a binary string: the notion of meaning as the Kolmogorov complexity of the set of intrinsic predicates satisfies this requirement.
– An analogue of invariance should hold: there must be strict limits on how
much '(x) can be a↵ected by a change in programming language. We have
studied this problem in depth and we have defined an invariance proof.
– Facticity should not be bounded by a constant: this issue is technical [19; 23].
Theories that select the shortest model as meaning, will, for very large data
sets, always select a small universal Turing machine as their basic model.
This problem is evaded in our theory by working with sets of informative

predicates. Such small universal machines will possibly occur in our set of
informative predicates together with all other informative predicates, but
they will not limit the facticity of a string.
– Similarly, there should be no constant c such that K(x) '(x)  c for all x,
because then facticity would be equivalent to Kolmogorov complexity. This
is clear from the fact that random strings have low facticity.
7.1

Unique descriptions

The interaction between meanings can be as complex as anything that human
cognition can concieve or anything that is expressible in finite mathematics.
Yet the are ways to tame this complexity. As an example take the number
2971215073, that is rather special. Here are some unique decriptions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The 143130479th prime number
The 47th Fibonacci number, where 47 is the 15th prime number.
The 11th Fibonacci prime.
The largest known Fibonacci prime without any pair of consecutive equal
digits.
5. The number that John uses as code for his safe.
The first three predicates could be intrinsic in some appropriate world. The
last two are ad hoc.
Let Tp , Tf and Tf p be Turing machines that respectively generate primes,
Fibonacci numbers and Fibonacci primes.
2971215073 = Tf p (11) = Tf (47) = Tf (Tp (15)) = Tp (143130479)
Chains of compressing programs
T1 (T2 (...Ti (Tj (...Tn
T1 (T2 (...Tn

1 (Tn (k))...))...))

1 (Tn (k))...))

=x

=x

l (T1 ) + l (T1 ) + ... + l (Tn ) + l (k) < x
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Further research and applications

The computational meaning of a string is a complex set of predicates, each of
which compresses the string to some extent in all accessible worlds. The restriction to finite sets of accessible worlds may seem too severe, but according to
lemma 2, it is a necessary restriction for a workable definition of Kolmogorov
complexity itself. So there is no loss of generality. This definition is more robust
than sophistication that selects one optimally compressing program as the meaning of a string. Since facticity is itself measured as the Kolmogorov complexity

of the set of informative predicates, in the end it is compressed to one program
generating the set. This will most cases be close to the meaning measured by
factivity, modulo the erratic jumps that sophistication can make in borderline
cases where one predicate subsumes another. In the case of facticity both predicates will be in the meaning set, so such a jump in sophisitcation will not a↵ect
facticity.
Another big advantage of the theory of facticity is the fact that it allows an
agent to discover the meaning of a string incrementally, by identifying predicates that compress the set partially. This allows for incremental discovery of
meaning and solves many of the problems described in [17]. Meaning is essentially composite: e.g. the number 2971215073 is meaningful, because it is prime
and it is a Fibonacci number. The two di↵erent predicates are in most contexts
more informative than a single one. Especially because we can discover the fact
that it is prime independent of the fact that it is a Fibonacci number. Another
example: The Mona Lisa is a rich work of art because we can see many di↵erent meanings in it, not because it represents some monolithic Platonic idea of
’Mona-Lisa-ness’.
We specify various application paradigms of the theory.
– A learning agent, that tries to detect the meaning of a string by searching for
predicates that compress the string. As soon as it discovers such a predicate
it has to do two things: 1) Check whether the predicate is intrinsic and, 2)
check whether is in not subsumed by predicates it already knows. If the agent
is confronted with a sequence of data sets it might hone its expectation by
formulating names for string that occur frequently.
– A creative agent tries to maximize the meaning in a data set. Such a factic
process is by nature unstable. A creative agent manipulates data sets in such
a way that the facticity increases, i.e. it will be compressed by an increasingly
rich set of predicates that are mutually independent. Such a process will be
subject to sudden phase transitions where the set collapses in to randomness.
– Mixed groups of these agents can be defined to model various social, economical and other processes (Pupil-teacher, Artists-public). A mixed group
of creative and learning agents can develop what one could call a ’culture’: a
set of expectations about (i.e. names for) the artefacts that agents produce.
For agents that do not share this culture a lot of artefacts will seem random,
because they do not have access to the naming functions that compress them.
item In this context notions as ethics, esthetics, trust and theory of other
minds can be studied. For a group of agents living in a certain environment
the accessibility relation will not be reflexive, symmetrical or transitive: i,e,
they can observe the behaviour of themselves and others but they do not
have access to the code to emulate themselves or others.
The learning agent and the creative agent represent variantions of the facticity concept along two orthogonal axes: variation of the agent and variation
of the data. By formulating invariance conditions over classes of machines we
are left with a stable platform to study phase transitions over data sets. The
concept of facticity does not allow a data set to shift to randomness as a result

of selecting a new universal machine. Yet such abrupt phaseshifts to randomness
can occur also in the context of facticity when varying the data. Two other concepts of meaningful information may be helpful in this context: selfdissimilarity
[11] and Local Entropy Variation (LEV) [22]. Both approaches reflect the idea
that adding more meaning to a data set increases the internal ’tension’ between
space needed to encode traces of predicates that compress the data set and the
global variation of internal di↵erences in the data set. There will be classes of
data sets that reflect these sudden phase transitions. In a future publication we
intend to study these phenomena in depth.
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